
Home Automation by

Give your curtains the unique Forest flow and indulge yourself with the comfort 
of the Forest Shuttle® motorized curtain track systems. Your curtains will hang 
beautifully smooth and you can control them from your seat. By pressing a simple 
button you are able to open and close the curtains in your living room, bedroom, 
office space and wherever else you desire. Swift, smooth and noiseless.

The comfort of electrically  
  operateD curtains

Home Automation by



   The combination of beautiful curtains, Forest 

curtain tracks and the Forest Shuttle® provide a unique 

combination of magnificently smooth hanging curtains, 

comfortable luxury and optimal ease of use. The smooth 

and silent running curtain track system can, in addition 

to remote operation, also be operated by hand. Thanks 

to Forest’s special Touch Impulse technology, a gentle 

pull on the curtain is enough to activate the motorized 

curtain track.

“

”



With the Forest Shuttle® you no longer need to enter every room in the morning to open the 
curtains, this can be done differently and with greater comfort. The Forest Shuttle® makes also 
sure that, together with the Forest curtain track, your curtains will always hang beautifully 
smooth and supple. Opened as well as closed!

from now on, every Day will feel like a sunDay

Enjoy the weekenD feeling  
   now every day of the week!



    Discover an extra level of
comfort for your home

 Home automation ready
  Home automation can be used to control all electronic appliances in your home. 
 The Forest Shuttle® can be integrated into any home automation system currently available.

 ultra silent
  Forest Shuttle® systems and the Forest curtain track systems make for an unbeatable 

combination when it comes to noiseless operated curtains. Thanks to the smooth operation 
of the curtain tracks and its combination with the ultra-silent motor, the sound of moving 
curtains will never be annoying. 

 declutcH in case of power failure
  The Forest Shuttle® has an automatic declutch feature and the possibility of manual operation. 

Convenient and practical in case of a power failure.

 plug & play
  The Forest Shuttle® motor is supplied plug-in ready and therefore does not require  

a qualified electrician for the installation.

 toucH impulse
 A gentle pull on the curtain is sufficient to activate the motor.

 for curved and bended curtain tracks
 The Forest Shuttle® curtain track can also be bended and curved.

 10 year warranty
 The 10 Year warranty for the Forest Shuttle® is a unique feature.

C O N T R O l  O P T I O N S :
forest is introDucing  
smartphone anD tablet controls 
for your curtains
 

the latest app by forest, available in the app store and google play

Advantages:

•	 	Wireless	Z-wave	technology;	no	additional	wiring	  

required throughout your house. The system can be  

controlled even when you’re not at home.

•	 	Possibility	to	add	on	other	devices	such	as	lighting,	  

cameras and energy meters, therewith creating  

a complete Smart Home

•	 	Automatic	timers	and	scenes	can	be	programmed.

•	 	Setting	the	system	up	is	very	easy,	anyone	can	do	it	  

(no technical support required)

ask your dealer for more information!

forest
touch control

the latest app by forest
available in tHe app store and google play





	 	With	the	Forest	Shuttle® your curtains will look better and will have a longer 
life span, because you no longer need to touch them with your hands.

				With	the	Forest	Shuttle® you will no longer forget to open or close any 
curtain. Besides the fact that this provides for increased safety by blocking 
the view, it also helps you save on energy. After all, curtains create a 
pleasant home, full of atmosphere and style.

				When	you	leave	on	holiday,	you	are	able	to	preprogram	the	opening	and	
closing of your curtains. This allows you to create the impression that your 
home	is	lived	in,	herewith	decreasing	the	risk	of	a	break-in.

*

*
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maximum weight
f o r  w a l l  o r  c e i l i n g  m o u n t i n g

track length maximum weight 

 forest shuttle “l”

0,00 - 1,00 10 kg 

1,01 - 2,00 20 kg

2,01 - 3,00 30 kg 

3,01 - 4,00 40 kg

4,01 - 5,00 40 kg 

5,01 - 6,00 40 kg 

6,01 - 7,00 40 kg 

7,01 - 8,00 40 kg

maximum weight 

forest shuttle “m”

10 kg 

20 kg

30 kg 

40 kg

50 kg 

60 kg 

70 kg 

70 kg

max weight is restricted by 10% for curving

 forest  D iamonD remote
 -		6	channel	remote	control,	possibility	to	control	up	to	6	systems	individually	

and in group

	 -		Radio	control,	range	up	to	30	meters

	 -		Including	magnetic	wall	support	to	neatly	store	your	remote	control

	 -		Radio	receiver	is	integrated	in	the	Forest	Shuttle	L	motor	itself

 forest  Z -wave remote  control
 -	7	channels,	possible	to	control	7	different	curtain	tracks

	 -	Wireless	Home	Automation	communication

	 -	To	be	used	together	with	the	Z-Wave	receiver

	 -	The	Z-Wave	receiver	works	with	every	Z-Wave	type	remote	control

	 -		The	signal	is	transmitted	and	rerouted	by	every	receiver	(“mesh	networking”),	  

allowing for a larger range for the remote control signal

	 -		A	feedback	signal	is	transmitted	from	the	Forest	Shuttle®	to	the	Z-Wave	  

remote control, indicating that the given command has been executed

 wall  switch
 -	Connected	by	using	the	BUS	port	at	the	bottom	of	the	Forest	Shuttle® motor

	 -	Pulse	switch

	 -		Also	possible	to	use	a	generic	rocker	wall-switch,	which	matches	your	existing	

wall switches and sockets. Available through your own supplier of electrical 

materials.

 wireless  t imer
 -	15	channels,	possibility	to	control	up	to	15	systems	individually	and	in	group

	 -	Radio	control,	range	up	to	30	meters

	 -	Possibility	to	program	an	opening	and	closing	time	for	each	day	of	the	week

	 -	Multiple	open	and	closing	times	per	day	can	be	programmed



For further information:

Z-Wave technology and Forest Shuttle® are protected trade names and are the property of the respective developers and owners. 
More information on the Forest Shuttle® is available at www.forestgroup.com

Forest curtain tracks and the Forest Shuttle® motorized curtain tracks are manufactured and 
marketed worldwide by Forest Group Nederland BV, based in Deventer, The Netherlands. 
Thanks to their unique quality characteristics and noiseless smooth operation, these pure 
Dutch products have been used in many homes, offices and 5 Star hotels, all over the world. 

www.forestgroup.com

Please have a look at www.forestgroup.com for further information on the Forest curtain track 
systems, the Forest Shuttle® and other Forest products. Here you will also find an easy-to-use 
calculation tool. The Forest curtain tracks and Forest Shuttle® are available at professional interior 
furnishing suppliers.

Discover the worlD of luxury anD comfort

Forest worlDwiDe
   interior solutions

Hilton, Schiphol Amsterdam Airport,  
The Netherlands

Manila Bay Resort, Manila, Philippines

Sheraton, 
Doha, Qatar

City Center hotels, Doha, Qatar Hilton Bomonti, Istanbul, Turkey JW Marriott Marquis, Dubai, UAE

Pullman, 
Jakarta, Indonesia




